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Subject-Verb Agreement Story 

 
This year our class is having a great time.  The girls is 

enjoying art and the boys are enjoying music.  All students 

enjoys p.e. and runs the track.  Joey likes the 200-yard 

dash, and Sarah like the broad jump. School work are fun 

too! We has learned how to simplify fractions and do long 

division. School include work and play which helps our 

class enjoy learning. 
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Subject-Verb Agreement Practice Sentences 

 

1. Summer are a great time of the year. 

2. My friends gets together to go to the beach, 

3. Anna and Bobby brought the towels and Sam and Betsy brings the 

lunches. 

4. The gulls fly down and eat the food crumbs that we throws to them. 

5. We wears sun screen to be sure we don’t get burned. 

6. Our parents comes along too, to drive us. 

7. My mother always want to come along. 

8. While at the beach, all the parents stay together and watches us swim. 

9. On the way home we stops and get and ice cream cone. 

10.  I wants summer to last forever. 
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Practice 

DO THEY AGREE? 

Follow your teacher’s directions to cut and paste the verb in the column on the right into 
the column in the center. Pay close attention to verb tense. Save your completed page and 
turn in to your teacher. 

 

Subject Correctly 

matched 

verb 

Verb 

Anne  light 

class  sings 

door  squeeks 

windows  open 

computer  opens 

teacher  break 

projectors  works 

teachers  talks 

speaker  speaks 

chairs  study 
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DO THEY AGREE? 

Follow your teacher’s directions to cut and paste the verb in the column on the right into 
the column in the center. Pay close attention to verb tense. Save your completed page and 
turn in to your teacher. 

 

Subject Correctly 

matched 

verb 

Verb 

Mom  play 

sisters  flys 

friends  fuss 

car  whisper 

trucks  beeps 

brother  plays 

birds  share 

airplane  honk 

parents  gives 

children  soar 

 

 

 


